Abstract--Heavy ion irradiations of two types of commercial DRAMs reveal unexpected angular responses. One device's cross section varied by two orders of magnitude with azimuthal angle.
I. INTRODUCTION The upset responses of various dynamic random access memories (DRAMs) have been studied previously, as they are becoming more prevalent in space missions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Many different types of responses have been seen in these devices, including single-bit upset, bit-line upset [6] , single event functionality interrupt (SEFI), and stuck bits [7] . This paper investigates two angular dependencies of single-bit upset response to heavy ions in some typical DRAMs.
The usual way of testing devices involves hitting the device with multiple ion species and energies using several tilt angles, θ (angles relative to normal incidence), to increase effective LET. The ideal test matrix would include many ion species and energies at normal incidence. Because of accelerator facility and test cost limitations, upset data is usually taken for only a few ions at several tilt angles and is interpreted, as far as possible, using the "cosine law" for LET ) 1 ( . cos / θ incident effective LET 
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The cosine law also multiplies the directional cross section (defined as the number of events divided by beam fluence) by secθ to obtain the area in the device plane whose projection in the beam direction is the measured cross section. The cosine law originated from the concept of a thin sensitive Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not constitute or imply its endorsement by the United States Government or the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.
volume (SV), but is not expected to apply to very large angles (approaching 90 ) for two reasons. The first reason is that an SV thickness small enough for the cosine law to apply to the smaller angles may still not be small enough for the cosine law to apply to larger angles. The second reason is that, even if the cosine law did apply to the very penetrating particles found in space, it may still not apply to test data obtained from affordable (moderate energy) facilities, because of ion range limitations. Regardless of whether the cosine law or some other law (e.g., corrections suggested by Petersen [8] ) will be used, ion range limitations and other difficulties in obtaining very steep tilt angles [9] limit the tilt angles that can be used. In practice, tilt angles only up to about 60 are used to measure upset cross sections. In space, ions are omnidirectional. The solid angle between normal incidence and 60 , front and back, is only half of the total. Upset rate calculations are lacking experimental data at large angles, so the correct angular response must be incorporated into the rate calculation via modeling. The best that can be done is to confirm that the tilt angle response used in the rate calculation agrees with the highest angle results in the data set.
The above discussion was concerned with tilt angles. There can also be azimuth angle dependencies. Upset data collection and rate calculations typically ignore this. The accuracy of the space upset rate calculations depends on assuming either (a) there is no azimuthal dependence or (b) the data is a reasonable average over all azimuthal angles.
Azimuth and tilt angle dependencies were experimentally explored for two DRAMs to identify whether the behavior was consistent with traditional assumptions. An unexpectedly large azimuthal dependence was found in one of the test device types. The other device was found to be nearly isotropic, but non-traditional plots were needed to reveal this behavior (traditional plots are badly scattered).
Data were taken using several ions at various tilt angles, as well as various azimuthal angles. For several fixed tilt angles between 0 and 66 , the devices were rotated in small steps over 360 of azimuth. Two device types, Oki MSM514400 4Mb DRAMs and Toshiba TC5165805AFT-50 64Mb DRAMs, were chosen; the former representative of current in- 
II. MBUS
DRAMs are typically susceptible to multiple-bit-upsets (MBUs), i.e., one particle hit upsets several bits or cells. This discussion excludes those cases (e.g., SEFI or bit-line upsets) in which upsets or transients in one device structure is the cause of upsets in other components, so the focus is on the more conventional type of MBU investigated by Zoutendyk et al. [10] . The SV model has trouble explaining the MBU phenomenon. An attempt to explain MBU from normalincident heavy ions via the SV model assumes that SVs for different cells overlap. But this implies that several cells each collect all of the charge liberated in the overlapping region, so this attempted explanation is unrealistic. In contrast, MBU is easily explained in terms of charge sharing by different cells [11] . Some fraction of the liberated charge is collected by one cell, and another fraction is collected by another cell. Charge collected by a given cell is well defined in this model for any heavy-ion hit location, even if the ion hits another cell. This makes an individual cell cross section for a given heavy ion well defined, in terms of the hit locations that will upset that cell. Individual cell cross sections increase with increasing ion LET, and can sometimes become large enough to overlap. Hits to overlap regions produce MBUs.
Several types of device cross sections can be defined. One type, called the U-type here (U for upset), is calculated from the total number of upsets observed during an SEU test, while another type, called the G-type here (G for group), counts the number of occurrences of upset groups. An upset group is defined here to be the set of upsets (one or more) produced by the same particle hit. For example, if one particle hit upsets four cells, the U-type cross section counts this as four upsets, while the G-type counts this as one group. The Gtype is useful when one upset group is regarded as one device failure, regardless of whether the group contains one or many cell upsets. However, only the U-type device cross section has the property of being the sum of the bit or cell cross sections. If all cells in the device are identical, the cell (or bit) cross section is the U-type device cross section divided by the number of cells in the device. Therefore, the cross section for a single cell is determined by measuring the U-type device cross section. The cross section for a single cell is important for SEU rate calculations because DRAMs used in flight applications are typically protected by EDAC (because the SEU rate would be unacceptable otherwise). For EDAC to be effective, the device architecture is arranged so that multiple cell upsets created by a single particle hit are in different EDAC words, so an uncorrectable error (two or more cell upsets within a common word and during a common scrub time) requires multiple particle hits. Calculating uncorrected error rates then requires a calculation of the rate of occurrence of two or more statistically independent cell upsets within a common word and during a common scrub time, hence upset rates for individual cells are relevant. Because this information is derived from U-type device cross sections, all device cross sections reported here are U-type.
For the benefit of those readers that are (for whatever reason) interested in G-type cross sections, multiplicity factors (which are divided into the U-type cross sections to produce G-type) are presented for the Oki device in Fig. 1 . Ratios have not been determined for the Toshiba device because the required logical to physical device map is not known for that device. Without that mapping, it is guesswork to determine when G-type events cause multiple U-type events.
Note that after the G-type device cross section saturates to the entire device area (every ion hit upsets at least one cell), the U-type will continue to increase with LET if the multiplicity factor continues to increase. In general, an increase in the U-type device cross section with LET directly measures an increase in a cell cross section. An increase in the multiplicity factor is also related (but the measure is not as simple in general) to an increase in the cell cross section, because a larger cell cross section implies that it overlaps a larger number of other cell cross sections.
III. TEST METHODOLOGY
Testing was conducted using a special DRAM test board, and custom-built PCI-to-digital I/O board which allows testing of DRAMs at 160,000 addresses per second. The OKI devices were obtained from the Cassini flight lot, which were purchased as die and hermetically packaged. They required only lid and polyaimide removal as preparation for heavy ion testing. The Toshiba devices were commercial plasticencapsulated parts that were completely disassembled and rebonded for testing in order to eliminate interference from the lead frame.
Testing was done at Brookhaven National Laboratory with seven ion species: 56.3MeV lithium, 97.5MeV carbon, 141MeV fluorine, 186MeV silicon, 210MeV chlorine, 229MeV titanium, and 266MeV nickel. The range of normal incident nickel ions was 42.4 µ m and is the shortest of the selection. The devices were tested with a data pattern, known as "inverse bleed down," in which all bits were susceptible to upset.
(By exposing a DRAM die to a normal white light bulb for several minutes, the charge on the memory cells is drained-off enough to look like no charge is present (to the sense amps). This state of the device's cells is called the "bleed down" pattern, and is not susceptible to single-bit-upsets. The bitwise inverse of this pattern is the "inverse bleed down" pattern.)
Measures were taken to eliminate upsets such as bit-line upset or SEFI. Runs were discarded if the number of bit upsets was much larger than the number of addresses that those bits were in. Stucks were also an issue, and where possible were subtracted from the total number of bit upsets.
IV. RESULTS

A. Oki DRAM Results
When tilted along various azimuthal angles, the Oki devices showed too little azimuthal dependence to be of concern. Because of this, cross sections for the Okis were averaged over azimuthal angles. These data are plotted in the traditional format (i.e., converted via the cosine law) in Fig. 2 . Note that the data are badly scattered, indicating cosine law failure. The ions at normal incidence are left hollow so that they can be distinguished from the other points.
B. Toshiba DRAM Results
The Toshiba's angular response is more complicated than the Oki's. We observed an extreme variation in cross section with azimuthal angle for the lower LET ions at moderate tilt angles. Fig. 3 shows an example where the device was struck with fluorine at a 48 tilt angle along azimuthal angles in increments of 15 . Note the factor of ~100 difference between 0 (or 180 ) and 90 (or 360 ). Other tilt angles and other low LET ions also show the response is strongly dependent on azimuthal angle.
It is illustrative to consider the different results that would be obtained if tests were done at only one azimuthal angle. Fig. 4 and From Fig. 4 , one would conclude that (1) is working well and miscalculate the GCR upset rate by over a factor of 10 since the major difference is in the low LET region. Fig. 5 signals a tilt-angle problem. Note the similarity to Fig. 2 ; however, removing the "cosine" dependence, as was done in Fig. 6 (discussed later), does not collapse Fig. 5 to a smooth function. Either orientation results in serious SEU rate error.
V. THEORY
A theoretical analysis in the appendix shows how data for the OKI device can be plotted to more clearly reveal a trend. The analysis concludes that a plot of directional cross section (not cross section times secθ ) versus ion LET (not LET times secθ ) becomes nearly independent of θ (i.e., device susceptibility becomes nearly isotropic) at sufficiently large LET. The analysis does not answer the question of how large "sufficiently large" is, but it does inspire us to re-plot the OKI data by removing the secants from both the cross section and LET. The result is shown in Fig. 6 , which is much less scattered than Fig. 2 . For this particular device, the figure shows that the susceptibility is roughly isotropic for all LET. This type of plot does not help with the Toshiba, because "sufficiently large LET" is the largest LET used in the test, so the device is not isotropic for LET in most of the plotted range. Additional work is needed to theoretically predict the best way to plot data for devices such as this one.
An analysis that is related to the one we used (appendix) to predict the directional dependencies was previously presented by Smith et al. [12] . The equation that applies to the physical conditions assumed in our appendix is their equation (3) (note that their σ is the A in our appendix, which is the σ in our appendix divided by cosθ ). However, in order for the σ in their equation to be the SEU cross section, the q (a charge fluence) in their equation must be an "effective" value. In fact, their equation (3) 
used the alternate analysis in the appendix. Incidentally, our analysis shows that their q does depend on θ , but is approximately independent of θ when the ion LET is large.
We have not attempted to fit the data using the HICUP model [13] , although we suspect that it probably will fit because of its many adjustable parameters. However, given that the model does fit the data, it still does not explain the data, because the physical assumptions are inappropriate. One assumption is the RPP model, which is clearly inappropriate for DRAMs, because charge can be collected from remote locations (as evidenced by MBUs at normal incidence). Another assumption is that the variation of cross section with increasing LET is from a statistical distribution of critical charges. It was known for some time, and recently acknowledged in [14] , that variation in the cross section is largely, if not almost entirely, the result of collected charge varying with hit location (again contradicting the RPP model). It might be assumed that the directional dependencies for this situation are the same as for a collection of geometrically identical RPPs with statistically distributed critical charges, but the validity of this assumption is not self evident. It might be speculated that the RPP model describes charge collection during early times. This originates from a common belief that charge collection at early times is almost exclusively by drift, with diffusion becoming important only at later times. However, this unfounded assertion is not supported by analysis of the transport equations [15, 16] . Even computer simulation results, which have been interpreted as supporting this assertion, present numbers without explanations, so the identification of a current as "drift" is the investigator's interpretation. Furthermore, a simple inspection of the spacing between equipotential surfaces shows that regions that have been identified as "funnels" from simulation results are not strong-field drift regions; they are weak-field ambipolar diffusion regions [15, 16] . A careful analysis of the drift-diffusion equations [15, 16] found that diffusion is always important at all times. The RPP model is not physically realistic, but enough adjustable parameters (including a funnel length selected as needed to improve the fit) can fit data without the model being valid. Model validity is more of a concern when the objective is not merely to fit existing data, but rather to extrapolate data from moderaterange ions and moderate tilt angles in the laboratory to longrange ions and large angles in space. Therefore, there is still a motivation to look for physically correct models. The analysis by Smith et al. [12] , and the analysis in the appendix of the present paper, might be of some assistance to future work in this area.
VI. A COMPARISON BETWEEN RATE PREDICTIONS
Models that are approximately compatible with the approximately isotropic behavior for the OKI include a perfectly isotropic device, and a collection of rectangular parallelepipeds (RPPs) that are cubes. A collection of RPPs having an aspect ratio (A) (lateral dimension divided by thickness) of 5 are not consistent with the OKI data, but this model does approximate the angular dependencies for many other devices, so we will call it a "typical" RPP. It is interesting to compare SEU rates calculated from each model. The perfectly isotropic model calculates rates by simply integrating the omnidirectional flux with the device cross section curve. The second and third models use an IRPP calculation, but with A=1 and A=5, respectively. Another model included in the comparison assumes that the cosine law is valid up to 85 , but excludes ions at larger angles. The rates in interplanetary space (or geosynchronous orbit) are compared in Table I . The comparison shows that failure to take enough data to recognize the tilt angle dependence changes the calculated rate significantly (also note the isotropic and cube RPP rates differ by only 4%).
VII. CONCLUSION
In order to calculate realistic space upset rates, one must make additional measurements to investigate azimuthal angle effects. In particular, for unusual tilt angle dependencies, more testing is needed to obtain the same quality cross section versus LET information than would be required if the cosine law applied. Azimuthal dependencies should be checked at LET's near threshold using 0 o (or 180 o ) and 270 o (or 90 o ) for fixed tilt. If found, a large data set is required, at least until a community-accepted model of the azimuthal dependence is developed.
These results show that the angular response of DRAM upsets can be more complicated than previously thought. The large azimuthal response has not been reported previously. It is important to measure, in detail, how the upset susceptibility varies with tilt angle and, at least, to check the assumption of azimuthal angle invariance. Devices like the 64Mb Toshiba DRAMs, which violate that assumption, require detailed measurements of at least one quadrant (0-90 o ) of azimuth angle.
For the Oki device, only the tilt angle dependence needed careful consideration. The cosine law fails because this device was found to be nearly isotropic at all LETs, which is also consistent with no azimuthal dependence. The appendix predicts this effect at sufficiently large LET (though it does not say what "sufficiently large" is).
DRAMs are unique only in the sense that the integration time for the charge to diffuse does not matter (DRAM refresh intervals are very long), and the only observable cell information is a reading of "1" or "0." Though the material discussed is applicable to other device types, it is uncertain how great the effect could be because, for most other devices, integration time is important.
VIII. APPENDIX: A THEORETICAL PREDICTION
A theoretical prediction of the large-LET behavior of the SEU cross section is derived from physical assumptions that are believed to be adequate approximations for DRAMs. One assumption is that an SEU occurs in a selected DRAM cell if the total (integrated in time from zero to infinity) charge collected by the cell from an ion track exceeds some critical value. Another physical assumption is that charge transport in a DRAM is primarily by diffusion. Charge collection under these conditions can be described by a charge collection efficiency function Ω , which is a function of the spatial coordinates within the device. For a given point x in the device, ) (x Ω is defined to be the fraction of any charge liberated near the point x that is collected by the selected cell. It was previously shown that, for the physical assumptions stated above, Ω satisfies Laplace's equation [11] . Charge sharing by other cells is built into Ω via boundary conditions. Specifically, Ω corresponding to the selected cell is zero at any point in the device such that all charge liberated at that point is collected by some other cell. A cell is mathematically modeled as a region in the upper device plane. Let the selected cell be denoted 0 C (a set of points in the x,y plane) and let some other cell, the ith cell, be denoted i C (another set of points in the x,y plane). The coordinate system is oriented so that the device interior is described by z>0. The boundary value problem governing Ω is
with reflective boundary conditions assumed at reflective boundaries. This boundary value problem will be approximated by another problem. Consider a point x in the upper device plane (z=0) that is many cells away from the selected cell 0 C . Virtually no charge liberated at this point x will be able to get past the other cells in order to reach the selected cell, so 0 ≈ Ω at x . This is not the same as saying that charge will not travel great distances to reach the selected cell when liberated far below the point x (which is far away from other cells), so we do not use 0 ≈ Ω for other points at the same lateral location but greater depths. We use the approximation when x is far from the selected cell and is also in the upper device plane so that it is near other cells, i.e., the approximation is an approximation for boundary conditions. Using this approximation, the boundary value problem becomes
for some region S in the x,y plane, which contains 0 C . The solution for z>0 is 
, for LET L and direction n , is given by 
where x n , y n , and z n are the components of n , and a is a unit conversion factor for converting LET into liberated charge per unit length along the track. Substituting (A1) into the above equation and integrating in t gives
The mean value theorem for integrals allows us to write this as
. For notational brevity, * x and * y are not shown as functions of x, y, x n , and y n , but they do depend on these parameters.
To obtain the large-L approximation, note that a point (x,y) satisfying (A3) is on the cross section perimeter. For sufficiently large L, such points will be far outside of the set S. When (x,y) is far outside the set S, and (x*,y*) is in S, the right side of (A5) is not sensitive to the exact location of (x*,y*). Let the coordinate system be translated so that the origin is a point in S. Then we have the approximation ge) iently lar is suffic (A3) and L satisfies (when x,y
where C is a constant defined by
The large-L approximation for (A3) becomes θ cos Note that the right side of (A6) does not depend on either angle θ or φ , i.e., the directional cross section becomes isotropic in the large-L limit. 
